
 

WELCOME

by Michael Kapilkov, writing for Cointelegraph

Satoshi Nakamoto, the secretive developer who developed Bitcoin, sought help from

expert cryptographers, which allowed him to make Bitcoin secure, says an early

developer.

NAKAMOTO HAD OUTSIDE CRYPTOGRAPHY
HELP, SAYS EARLY BITCOIN DEV
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A new internet that leverages peer-to-peer capabilities wants to create total

decentralization, but can this model deliver on a product? This article aims to

answer this question, by looking at a new technology solidly founded within

blockchain and crypto.

PEER-TO-PEER INTERNET HAS LOFTY GOAL
TO BRING TRUE DECENTRALIZATION

by Fredrik Vold, writing for Cryptonews

With the second post-halving bitcoin (BTC) mining difficulty adjustment set to

occur shortly, miners might once again breathe a sigh of relief after the previous

such event also made life easier for players in the highly competitive industry.

RELIEF TO BITCOIN MINERS AS DOUBLE-
DIGIT DIFFICULTY ADJUSTMENT IN SIGHT

by Wolfie Zhao, writing for
Coindesk

Poolin, the second largest

bitcoin mining pool, has

started working with U.S.-

based crypto lender

BlockFi, which will be

acting like an interbank

lender, providing a source

of capital for Poolin. With

more capital now

available, Poolin will be

able to extend the business

to more miner customers,

offering annualized

interest at levels that can

be below 6%.

BITCOIN MINING
POOL POOLIN
PARTNERS WITH
BLOCKFI TO
EXPAND CRYPTO
LENDING SERVICE

by Rachel Wolfson, writing for Cointelegraph

https://cointelegraph.com/news/satoshi-nakamoto-had-outside-cryptography-help-says-early-bitcoin-dev
https://cointelegraph.com/news/peer-to-peer-internet-has-lofty-goal-to-bring-true-decentralization
https://cryptonews.com/news/relief-to-bitcoin-miners-as-double-digit-difficulty-adjustme-6728.htm
https://www.coindesk.com/bitcoin-mining-pool-poolin-blockfi-crypto-lending


 

WELCOME

by Minerupdate editorial team

The usage of gas on the Ethereum network is approaching its maximum

capacity as over $1.6 billion in daily USDT transfers regularly take place. The

increased usage has resulted in Ethereum mining earning greater fees from

users.

ETHEREUM MINING EARNS GREATER FEES
AS STABLECOIN USDT USAGE EXPLODES

by Tim Alper, writing for Cryptonews

South Korean experts say that domestic business big-hitters like Samsung and LG

are stepping up their crypto-related activities with overseas companies – rather

than domestic players – as part of a strategy that has begun to take shape in the

past few weeks.

SAMSUNG & LG ‘PURSUING BUSINESS WITH
BIG INTERNATIONAL CRYPTO PLAYERS’

World-leading mining hardware producer Bitmain launched its new

Antminer T19 Bitcoin Mining application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC)

this week. The news follows recent community reports that Bitmain’s

recently-launched Antminer S17+ mining ASICs were defective. We reported

on it in a previous newsletter.

BITMAIN DEBUTS NEW T19 BITCOIN MINER
AFTER S17’S TROUBLED LAUNCH

by Samuel Haig, writing for Cointelegraph

Global telecommunications giant Vodafone has partnered with blockchain startup

Energy Web (EWT) to connect “billions'' of distributed energy generating assets via

internet-of-things (IoT) and distributed ledger technology (DLT).

VODAFONE TO CONNECT 'BILLIONS' OF ENERGY
PRODUCING DEVICES USING BLOCKCHAIN

by Colin Harper, writing
for Decrypt

The newest version of the

open-source software that

powers Bitcoin was

released this week, with a

sweeping list of alterations

ranging from cosmetic to

infrastructural.

BITCOIN CORE
JUST GOT AN
UPGRADE.
HERE’S WHAT’S
IN IT

And that is all we have for
you this week. Feel free to
write to us on
contact@digitalmining.org
with questions and
comments!

by Adrian Zmudzinski, writing for Cointelegraph

In this episode of Crypto

News Weekly Walter

Hoes and Cristo discuss

the latest news in crypto

from the safety of their

own homes! Listen to this

episode here.
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